MANAFORT PLEA
AGREEMENT WEEKEND
TRASH TALK
Okay, this post will have nothing to do with
Manafort’s plea. But this is the big weekend
after the Friday of Manafort, and Trash must be
talked. This will be a bit of truncated Trash
because , well, I am tired after an early
morning yesterday and then spending the rest of
the day, and much of the night, trying to settle
a couple of things as to the day job.
As to the Joes: I dunno, most of the college
games this week look uninteresting. Can Florida
State regain their footing and beat Syracuse in
the Cuse Dome? You would think so, but FSU has
stunk it up so bad to date that you have to
wonder. I guess the Irish can handle Vandy at
home, but you never know. BYU at Wisconsin could
be a lot tougher game than the Badgers want.
Probably most think LSU at Auburn is the early
game of the day, but Boise State at Oklahoma
State may be it. Ohio State may run into a buzz
saw visiting TCU deep in the heart of Texas. USC
at Texas is getting big buildup, but not sure it
is deserved. Washington at Utah may be another
curious game. Rice Stadium is not always
particularly hospitable (though it sure was when
I was there with the Stones in 1994!). Locally,
and late, we will be watching ASU at San Diego
State. The Devils somehow, miraculously, beat
Michigan State last weekend. Can they make it to
3-0 tonight against the Aztecs? I will not bet
on that.
As to the The Pros: Cinci already beat the
Ravens, and did so rather convincingly. That is
surprising. Cleveland is undefeated for the
first time in forever, but don’t think they can
win a shootout with Brees and the Saints in
NOLA. The Chargers will kill Buffalo, which is
just seriously bad. The Chefs at Steelers should
be interesting. Still no Laveon Bell for the

Stillers, but James Connor kicked ass last week.
I’ll take the Stillers, but young Mahomes and
the Chefs offense look like the real deal.
Miami at the suddenly explosive Jets Jets Jets
looks fascinating. I think the Sammy and the
Jets keep it going at home. Vikings at the
Cheeseheads will be interesting IF Rodgers and
Adams are on the frozen tundra at home. If not,
then Kirk Cousins gonna win that game. Cardinals
going to get humiliated for a second week in a
row against the Rams in LA. The Cards billed
this as the Year of New Hope, instead is the
year of nope.
New England Pats at Jacksonville could be highly
entertaining. Brady and the boys were not really
in synch last week in a win against the Texans.
He hooked up well with Gronk and Dorsett, but
the whole effort, especially the run game,
looked suspect. The Jags may be without Leonard
Founette, but their defense is almost as good
and bit as Jalen Ramsey’s mouth. Seattle at
Bears is a tossup.
F1: Not a lot of comment from me on the circus
this week. They are in Singapore at the Marina
Bay Circuit for the famous night race.
Personally, I find the night race on the heavily
cemented in pit at Marina Bay kind of flakey,
but they run it nevertheless. The starting grid
is Hamilton, Verstappen, Vettel, Bottas and
Raikkonen in P1 through P5 respectively. Not
easy to pass at Marina Bay, so take your cues
from the starting grid.
And, with that, we are off! Also, last week a
new commenter by the name of “Bill” suggested a
Canadian band called The Big Wreck. I said I
would check them out, I did, and they are indeed
quite good. Do check them out. So they are this
weekend’s music. We are a full service blog here
at Emptywheel!

